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Allied Mills: Reaping the Benefits of
Streamlined Procurement with SAP®
Global Trade Management
Partner

Allied Mills Pty. Ltd. is a leading food ingredient manufacturer based in Sydney,
Australia. When its custom-built grain procurement application became difficult to
maintain, the company sifted the market for a better solution. Implementing SAP®
software enabled the company to remove interfaces and slashed the time spent
on maintaining vendor data, among many improvements.
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Executive overview
Company
Allied Mills Pty. Ltd.
Headquarters
Sydney, Australia
Industry
Mill products
Products and Services
Food manufacturing and
distribution of flours,
premixes, and specialty
cereal products
Employees
600
Revenue
A$500 million (US$502
million)
Web Site
www.alliedmills.com.au
Partner
Extend Technologies
Pty. Ltd.

Business Transformation

Top Benefits Achieved

The company’s top objectives
•• Replace custom-built procurement application with an integrated solution
•• Improve efficiency and accuracy of grain procurement functions and
reporting
•• Better utilize maintenance resources
The resolution
•• Integrated SAP® Global Trade Management application into existing SAP
software environment
•• Developed a front-end interface for third-party agencies
•• Minimized customization by adhering to preconfigured business
processes supported by the SAP software
The key benefits
•• Integrated software landscape for business operations and grain
procurement functions
•• Streamlined processes for grain accumulation, contracting, and inventory
management
•• Improved data accuracy and faster decision making
Read more

80%

Less time spent on vendor
data maintenance

50%

Faster end-of-month
accounting

30%

Reduction in manual data
processing

See more metrics

“Implementing SAP software improved our ability to plan, procure, and manage grain for our food
manufacturing operations. It helps us to better manage input costs and maintain quality standards.”
Andrew Baldwin, General Manager Finance, Allied Mills Pty. Ltd.
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Seeking a new recipe for managing
grain procurement
At its Sydney headquarters and across the country,
Allied Mills employs 600 people, and processes up to
800,000 tons of high-protein and soft milling wheat
and other grains each year.

Allied Mills Pty. Ltd. produces flours for bread, pastry,
and cakes; bakery premixes; frozen-dough products;
as well as specialty meals, serving customers across
Australia. Formed by a joint venture, the company
unites the global milling expertise of Cargill Australia
Ltd. with the grain-growing, storage, and handling
experience of GrainCorp Ltd.

The company had implemented the SAP® ERP
application to run its manufacturing operations five
years earlier. However, grain procurement operations
ran on a custom-built application, while growerregistration administration involved semiautomated
processes with manual validation. These legacy
systems were becoming a significant maintenance
and reporting challenge. In late 2010 an internal
team began evaluating a number of commodity
management applications for the grain industry.

Allied Mills operates a national network of seven
flour mills, one bakery premix plant in New South
Wales, and a network of distribution warehouses.
The company also operates a frozen-dough factory
in Yatala in Queensland that produces doughnuts
and related food products under a long-term supply
agreement with a major Australian franchise chain.

“Our custom-built grain procurement application was slowing us down. We
needed to eliminate manual processes and have access to real-time data.”
John Campbell, IT Manager, Allied Mills Pty. Ltd.
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Cultivating best practices with
SAP software
The implementation team utilized the software
configurations that support standard business
processes and developed a front-end interface with
the National Grower Registry (NGR), which feeds
directly into the SAP vendor master data. This
allows for automated processing of uploads from
the NGR and streamlines vendor management with
automated validation of third-party data.

As part of the evaluation process, the team asked
Extend Technologies Pty. Ltd. to recommend and
demonstrate an approach. With considerable
experience in implementing SAP solutions in food
manufacturing businesses, Extend Technologies
recommended the SAP Global Trade Management
application. These experts also demonstrated
how Allied Mills could leverage the existing SAP
software landscape to eliminate the need for manual
data reconciliation and validation, and reduce
maintenance and support requirements. To Allied
Mills, this solution was a clear winner.

“We ran more than 2,000 scripts to stringently test
the grain procurement trading system and validate it
against grain volumes ordered and contracted rates,”
says John Campbell, IT manager at Allied Mills. “And
only minimal training was required since the team at
Allied Mills was familiar with SAP software.”

In March 2011 Allied Mills formally appointed Extend
Technologies to handle the project, with the goal
of completing the implementation in time for the
October harvest. As a starting point, the team from
Extend Technologies performed a comprehensive
gap analysis to assess the size of the requirements,
and built a working solution remotely.
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More grist for decision making
and reporting
of manual processing was required to maintain our
master data with the National Grower Register,”
comments Campbell. “Now all transactions are
processed through the SAP application and are
automatically matched against the relevant contract
and inventories. Vendor payments are automatically
processed based on the contract terms. This has
reduced the time we have to spend maintaining this
data by approximately 80%.”

With SAP Global Trade Management in place, Allied
Mills is benefiting from more agile daily reporting
and more efficient decision making. End-of-month
accounting now takes just half the time, with
greater data accuracy enhancing balance sheet
reconciliation. At the same time, improved data
validation and information integrity has streamlined
payment processing.
Allied Mills is also taking advantage of greatly
improved efficiencies in bulk handler management.
“Prior to the implementation, a considerable amount
Key benefits

80%

Less time spent on vendor
data maintenance

50%

Faster end-of-month
accounting
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Reduction in manual
data processing
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Making use of key
ingredients for the
competitive edge
The implementation of SAP Global Trade
Management was successfully completed in time
for the October 2011 harvest. Since procurement
management at Allied Mills is now more streamlined
and up-to-date, reporting is available across
the business. “The SAP application has greatly
improved our grain procurement processes, vendor
management capabilities, and our ability to process
bulk handler transactions quickly with minimal
errors,” says Campbell. “We can now manage
commodity procurement in near-real time with full
traceability, audit, and security processes without
a team of administrative staff to validate the data.”
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“We’re now more nimble in our procurement
activities, and this allows us to support our
customers more effectively,” adds Andrew Baldwin,
general manager of finance. “As our business grows,
we know our SAP software is able to scale with us.”
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